Until now there are not many examples of depth imaging based 4D projects in the industry. This study gives us an unique opportunity to compare what effects different time and depth migration methods have on the 4D difference and what significance the migration velocity accuracy has for time-lapse data and its impact on the production management for the Brage field. Different migration trials were performed and arranged according to their increasing ability to handle complex wave-fields resulting from velocity profiles with significant contrasts. The depth migration results were scaled back to time to allow direct comparisons with the PSTM trials before careful post-stack conditioning lead to the 4D differences. Comparison of the OWC attribute maps from the 4D results showed differences in amplitude and positioning where the PSDM methods came out more favourably than the PSTM methods. The 4D differences from the PSDM trials tend to have slightly better consistency and coherency than the PSTM 4D differences and are easier to analyse. PSDM methods appear to give additional confidence in the 4D results on the Brage field and can be favourable for 4D studies even where complexity of the reservoir and the overburden are not too large
Introduction
Until now there are not many examples of depth imaging based 4D projects in the industry. This study gives us an unique opportunity to compare what effects different time and depth migration methods have on the 4D difference and what significance the migration velocity accuracy has for time-lapse data and its impact on the production management for the Brage field.
Geological background
The Brage oil field is located about 120 km northwest of Bergen in the Norwegian part of the North Sea and is a mature field, aiming for an extended tail end production. One of the reservoirs is of Lower Jurassic age and is located in a horst block bounded by faults and has been in production since 1993. It is currently in a phase of water-driven secondary production.
Processing history
Time domain 4D processing was performed by CGG in 2005 on the seismic data acquired in 1992 and in 2003 with the aim of producing a robust and consistent 4D difference that could enable the location of "attic oil" in the Statfjord formation. The remaining hydrocarbon column is now quite small and not directly observable on the seismic, but the large vertical movement of the oil-water contact (OWC) due to 10 years of production was expected to produce a substantial 4D response. Another objective in the time processing was to better define major faults on both side of the Brage horst as well as minor internal faults inside the horst itself. As part of a standard 4D processing flow, the pre-processing was performed by CGG in parallel for the 2 vintages and was designed to preserve as much as possible of the 4D signal. The key steps were tidal statics to a common datum, simultaneous 4D binning, careful regularization to a common grid with a maximum similarity in azimuths, high-frequency differential statics and matching with double operators to a common spectrum. However, due to conflicts in the different processing objectives, the time domain 4D difference proved to be relatively noisy, leading to some uncertainty in the extent of the time-lapse effect and in the interpretation of the OWC. A trial with main focus on enhancing the quality of the 4D difference was then performed by CGG in 2006 using a pre-stack depth migration (PSDM) sequence, which provided a more robust and more correctly positioned 4D OWC signature that could be interpreted with greater confidence. Since the time domain (PSTM) 4D processing had a broader scope than the depth domain (PSDM) trial, it became difficult to compare the image quality of the different methods and the resulting 4D differences directly as shown in Fig. 1 . Further analyses were therefore initiated to allow a more consistent study on what impact time versus depth imaging methods had on the time-lapse difference as presented by Vinje et al. (2006) and in addition to investigate what importance the accuracy of migration velocity models had for the 4D results.
Time migration velocities
Preliminary RMS velocities were first picked manually on a sparse grid of PSTM gathers from the monitor survey with special focus on selecting primary events in the target area below Top Chalk, which is still contaminated with residual multiple energy. A dense automatic picking was then performed and merged with the manual velocities in the deeper part of the data. The original 3D Kirchhoff pre-stack time migration was run with an implicitly open dip filter and a moderate anti-alias filter where the migration velocity field was a smoothed and scaled version of the final RMS velocities.
Depth migration velocity model building
In the 4D PSDM trial performed by CGG, the velocity model building for the depth imaging consisted of creating a layered blocky model, with constant velocity in the water-layer, constant vertical gradient V0 + kZ velocities in the layer between the Seabed and Top Utsira and smoothly varying V(x,y,z) velocities in the layer between Utsira and Top Chalk and in the layer below Top Chalk. The starting point for this model building was the RMS velocity from PSTM, converted to interval velocity in depth. Generally the PSDM model building procedure is more time-consuming and manual than the corresponding model building for PSTM. A key feature of the velocity model building was CGG's proprietary finite offset tomography. As well as using all of the available RMO information from the full-offset data along the model horizons, it has a proprietary kinematics based approach, which can predict RMO through iterations of the tomographic inversion without actually having to re-migrate the seismic data (Fig. 2) .
The pre-stack depth migration trial was performed with a stronger dip-filter (40 degrees), and a stronger anti-alias filter, in contrary to the open dip filter (80 degrees) and moderate antialias filter used in the former PSTM run. Furthermore, the time-gathers input to the PSDM process were also filtered with a time-varying bandpass-filter, allowing a smaller frequency range with depth, in contrast to the gathers used in the PSTM imaging.
Analysis
To be able to more properly evaluate and compare PSTM and PSDM algorithms for timelapse purposes, it was decided to run a number of different pre-stack time migration and depth migration trials in-house, where pre-processed time-gathers from both vintages together with the smoothed RMS velocity and the final interval velocity model were used. Parameterizations of the different migration algorithms were kept as similar as possible to make sure that observed differences in the 4D results primarily appeared from the different imaging operators. The different migration trials were arranged according to their increasing ability to handle complex wave-fields resulting from velocity profiles with significant vertical and lateral contrasts.
Migration trials
The first trial was to run a conventional 3D straight-ray Kirchhoff pre-stack time migration for both vintages using the smoothed and scaled RMS stacking velocities as the migration velocity field.
As a second trial a 3D curved-ray Kirchhoff PSTM was performed. Where a straight-ray implementation of the Kirchhoff integral method gives a classical pre-stack time migration scheme, a curved ray implementation can be considered to be a more hybrid method since it approaches pre-stack depth migration schemes in its partial ability to honour ray-bending. However, the operators are still symmetrical and analytical and the outputs are still in the migrated time domain. Furthermore, the RMS migration velocities are implicitly transformed into smooth interval velocities for use in the curved-ray travel-time calculation.
In the third trial, a 3D Kirchhoff PSDM was carried out, where a ray tracing of the final migration interval velocity model using an eikonal solver calculated the travel-times. Asymptotic depth migration methods such as Kirchhoff PSDM handle ray bending more correctly than PSTM methods as long as the migration velocity model is sufficiently smooth to stabilize the ray tracing. In principle, Kirchhoff PSDM algorithms can also to some extent handle multi-pathing and turning waves, but in practice however, most 3D implementations recommend strongest single-arrivals only.
The last migration trial was to run a PSDM wave equation migration scheme based on oneway general screen propagators (GSP) with wide-angle corrections as described in Jin and Walraven (2003) . This method handles multi-pathing implicitly and can provide high resolution and high-fidelity images. It can also handle sharp contrasts and sharp heterogeneities in the velocity models in contrast to the asymptotic methods. Another important difference is that its aperture is only bounded by the input data boundaries and not explicitly defined as in the Kirchhoff methods. GSP migrations allow for illumination compensation of overburden heterogeneities.
Post-processing
The depth migration results were scaled back to time to allow direct comparisons with the PSTM trials, and all further post-processing were performed in the time domain. Dense residual moveouts were estimated on the gathers from the different migration trials and geostatistical filtered to remove high-frequency noise so as to ensure robust RMO corrections. The different vintages were then trim-statics corrected, muted and stacked before careful poststack conditioning finally lead to the production of the 4D difference results.
Interpretation
Comparison of the OWC attribute maps from the different 4D results showed both significant and subtle but important differences in amplitude and positioning where the PSDM methods in general came out more favourably than the PSTM methods. The 4D differences from the PSDM trials tend to have slightly better consistency and coherency than the PSTM 4D differences and are therefore easier to analyse. Because of the differences in positioning, the volumetric measure of the remaining reserves in the Statfjord formation is slightly different for the PSTM and the PSDM results. In addition, the wave equation migration result also gave better definitions of the Brage horst faults. 
Conclusion
PSDM methods appear to give additional confidence in the 4D results on the Brage field and can be favourable for 4D studies even where the complexity of the reservoir and the overburden are not too large. A possible reason for this is that depth migration methods that use accurate and carefully built velocity models are better suited to correct for illumination effects and give improved lateral and vertical positioning of the structures. PSDM methods have higher potential for obtaining more quantitative measures of different time-lapse effects.
